
Retailers and Supermarkets Boost Sales and
Streamline Operations with Navia Robotics'
Innovative Automation Solutions
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Brick and Mortar Retailers are Adopting

Robotics from Navia Robotics to Combat

Declining Sales and Reduce Operational

Overhead

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA, UNITED

STATES, June 24, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- In today's

cutthroat retail world, stores are

scrambling to find new ways to run

smoother, wow customers, and boost

sales. Navia Robotics, a trailblazing

provider of AI-driven service robots,

has emerged as a disruptive force,

delivering cutting-edge automation

solutions that are revolutionizing the

way retailers and supermarkets

approach product placement, sales,

and marketing strategies.

By integrating Navia Robotics'

advanced robots into their operations,

retailers and supermarkets can unlock

new levels of efficiency, precision, and

customer engagement, ultimately

improving their bottom line and

gaining a competitive edge in the

market.

"The brick and mortar retail space has

been very stagnant in terms of

innovating the shopping experience

since the turn of the century," said

Peter Kim, Chief Technology Officer at

http://www.einpresswire.com
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Navia Robotics. "Our robotic solutions

provide huge opportunities for

retailers to reimagine product

placement, streamline sales and

marketing efforts, and delivering

exceptional customer experiences that

drive loyalty and profitability."

One of Navia Robotics' flagship

products, the Collibot marketing robot,

has gained significant traction in the

retail and supermarket sectors. This

versatile robot is capable of

performing a wide range of tasks, from

restocking shelves and transporting

goods to providing in-store assistance

and product demonstrations. With its

advanced navigation capabilities and

obstacle avoidance algorithms, the

Collibot can seamlessly navigate

through busy retail environments,

ensuring safe and efficient

operations.

"Implementing Navia Robotics' Collibot

robots has been a game-changer for

our supermarket chain," said Jonathan

Crofton, Operations Manager at a

national supermarket chain. "Not only

have we seen a reduction in labor costs

associated with tasks like restocking

and merchandising, but the robots pay

off for themselves quickly in product

placement premiums that vendors

have been eager to spend."

In addition to the Collibot, Navia

Robotics offers a range of specialized

robots tailored to the unique needs of

the retail and supermarket industries.

These include the Bellabot and

Kettybot, two interactive robots

designed for customer engagement

https://www.naviarobotics.com/collibot.php
https://www.naviarobotics.com/collibot.php
https://www.naviarobotics.com/bellabot.php
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and product placement.

"By integrating Navia Robotics'

interactive robots into our stores,

we've been able to enhance the overall

shopping experience for our

customers," said Grace White, Retail

Manager at a national shopping mall

operator. "The robots not only assist

with tasks like product demonstrations

and wayfinding but also provide a

unique and engaging experience that

sets us apart from our competitors,

driving increased foot traffic and

sales."

Beyond operational efficiency and

customer engagement, Navia Robotics'

solutions also offer retailers and

supermarkets valuable data and

insights. The company's advanced

software and AI-powered systems can

provide real-time analytics on customer behavior, product placement effectiveness, and sales

performance, enabling businesses to make informed decisions and continuously optimize their

strategies.

As the retail landscape continues to evolve, the adoption of automation and robotics

technologies has become a strategic imperative for businesses seeking to maintain a competitive

edge. Navia Robotics' innovative solutions offer a path forward, enabling retailers and

supermarkets to streamline operations, optimize product placement, and deliver exceptional

customer experiences that drive sales and foster loyalty.

By embracing the power of robotics and artificial intelligence, retailers and supermarkets can

future-proof their operations, stay ahead of the competition, and pave the way for a more

efficient, customer-centric, and profitable industry. With Navia Robotics as a trusted partner, the

future of retail is poised for a transformative shift, where automation, personalized experiences,

and sales growth go hand in hand.
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